The Problem and the assumptions
Let Y be a Banach space with norm || • ||, and N the set of all positive integers. We consider two numbers p,q € N (in the sequel it will be assumed that p < q; it is easily seen how the argument should be modified in the opposite case).
Let r be a positive divisor of p, and set k = We denote by P the rectangle [ where L = DxDy; j = 0,1,..., k -1; i = 1,2,..., r; s -0,1,... ,q -p -1 (we set (0,1,..., t) := 0 when t < 0).
Remark 1.1. Let us consider the particular casep = q (in which equation (1.1) takes the form L p u = 0 and is called the polyvibrating equation of Mangeron (see [7] , [10] , [11] ). As a consequence, condition (c) in (1.2) is deleted. If no two of the curves 7\,..., rr and ..., tr intersect in P\{0}, where 0(0,0), then the ((S)-problem is identical with that in [9] (for the homogeneous partial differential equation; the same refers to the sequel of this Remark), and in the subcase r = 1 with the one in [10] , [11] while in the subcase r = p with that in [1] , [2] . If r = 1 and the curves considered pass through the points O and M(l,cr) and do not intersect elsewhere, then the ((S)-problem coincides with that examined in [3] . Let us observe, however, that the boundary value problem for equation (1.1) dealt with in [4] cannot be obtained from problem (0).
We make the following assumptions I. The functions /, • and hj (i = 1,2,... ,r) are of class C q , strictly increase and satisfy the conditions Y (i = 1,2,..., r; j = 0,1,..., k -1) are of class C 9-jV , respectively, and satisfy the following conditions*)
III. The functions N s : [0, <r] -• Y (5 = 0,1,..., q -p -1) are of class C max(0>p " s) , respectively. EXAMPLE 1.1. We give an example of the functions satisfying Assumption I.
e(e) = (r + l)(l + e) with £ being any number such that
Let r = 2 and a > 3 . One can verify that
satisfy all the requirements of the said Assumption.
Auxiliary theorems
In this section we give some lemmas. 
(m = 1,2,... ,p and 6 vtl is the Kronecker delta) and that equalities (2.1) are satisfied, respectively.
We omit a straightforward proof of this lemma. (1 < j < i < r; r > 2) hold good for x € (1 -¿j, 1) and y G (a -Si,a), respectively, £o being any number such that
Proof. The proof, being similar for the remaining inequalities, will be given only for (2.3)(c).
Introducing the auxiliary function and using the equality Fij(a) = 0, we get (1 -E^f-
(a = 1,2,...,r) provided that a -Si < y < a with Si = ¿i(e») € (0,<r) being sufficiently small. hold good, when s -• oo, with =3 denoting the almost-uniform convergence.
Proof. The validity of (2.12) follows from Lemma 4 in [2] . In order to prove (2.13), let us observe that by Assumption I and definition (2.10), we have The validity of the Lemma follows from Lemma 2.4 and the formula for m-th derivative of a composite function (cf. [8], Remark).
Solution of the Problem
We shall find sufficient conditions for the existence of a solution to problem (®) and give a formula for this solutjon. Our method will be an adaptation of those used in We are going to consider problem (<S) in the said domains, successively, beginning with Q.
Writing the boundary conditions (1.2)(a), (b) in the form 
.., r; j = 0,1,..., fc -1), where
with (3.6) vii ( In a similar way we get (3.19) is^-aoi < c^orii -ir'iy)) 1 -^ -yr 1 (ye (affi.a)). Let us observe that, by Lemma 2.3, there is a number no G N such that for n 6 iV; n > no and x 6 [® r , 1] the relation ^ ~ ^ 1] holds good, where 0 < 6 < (cf. Lemma 2.4). We shall first consider system (3.2) for j = k -1 (i. e. jr + a = p -r + «). The uniqueness of the solution in the class & is proved by using an argument similar to that in the derivation of (3.21) and by basing on (3.27).
Thus, the proof of Proposition 3.1 is completed in the case k -1 (that is r = p).
If k > 1 then we base on the results obtained above for j = k -1 and use mathematical induction (cf.
[9], p. 228), hence completing the proof of Proposition 3.1.
We still have to impose on function u the boundary condition (1.2)(c) for y = [(T 0 , cr]. It is easily observed that this condition yields the following system of differential equations We use relation (3.28) for I = q -p -1,..., 2,1, successively, and hence find the functions um (x) (m = 1,2,..., q -p) from the formula where the functions and ef are given by formulae (3.6), (3.7) with /i" 1^) (/i = i/,t) and a -hp 1 (x) replaced by and fp(x), respectively (the functions W{ and e,-are defined by formulae analogous to those for W{ and ef, respectively, with the replacement of fT{x) by hT(y), where r = fi, (3).
The following proposition is valid (the proof of which is analogous to that of Proposition 3.1): Let us observe that we still have to impose on the function u the following requirements:
1° The conditions (1.2)(a) are to be satisfied on the parts of ..., rr marked on Fig. 1 ; 2° The conditions (1.2)(b) should be fulfilled on the parts of A,..., fr_i marked on the said figure. Imposing the aforementioned requirements on the function u (cf. (3.45)), and using (3.46), (3.47), we get the following system of equalities
(y e [<r0A' (*»•); i = 1,2,..., r -1), where <£m,Vm,<£m and ipm (m = 1,2,...,p) aree given by formulae (3.10), (3.11) and (3.34), (3.35), respectively. Thus, a sufficient condition for the existence of a solution to problem (P) is the following one (i = 1,2), where 77 is a number arbitrarily fixed in the interval (/2(®2)»<^o)* One can show by using formulae (3.10), (3.11), (3.34), (3.35) and (3.52) that all the infinite series present in equalities (3.49) and (3.50) are equal to zero (we base on the relations Condition (3.54) is identically satisfied due to assumption (3.52). Relations (3.53) can be treated as a system of algebraic equations with the unknows N"t0 (^ = 1,2). It is easily shown that the determinant of the coefficient matrix of this system is equal to ^(¡/^(J/X-^THJ/) ~ /f'(l/))'
•(h\(y) -h2(y))
and hence is different from zero for y 6 [/2(x2)»°'o]-Thus, given Mtio (i = 1,2) one can find the functions N"t0 (^ = 1,2), and conversely, so that conditions (3.53) hold good.
As a consequence, we can assert that if the assumptions (3.52) are satisfied then (3.49), (3.50) are true.
The validity of relations (3.48) follows directly from formulae (3.10), (3.11), (3.34), (3.35) and assumptions (3.52).
Basing on the considerations performed in this chapter, we can formulate the following theorem. (3.34), (3.35) and (3.39) , respectively.
